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Change and Continuity: Chinese Villages in Transition 
(III) – Hailong Village
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Abstract  This is the third in a series of four articles ethnographically exploring instances of village transformation in peri-urban China. Each article 
presents an in-depth case study of a single village and its unique combination of change and continuity. Together, these case studies demonstrate the 
specifi city and idiosyncrasy of village transformation and the need for planners to “take actions that suit local conditions” (yindi zhiyi). This install-
ment investigates Hailong Village in the Jiulongpo District of Chongqing. Hailong’s leaders have encouraged economic transformation through the 
conversion of agricultural land to industrial uses, while seeking to maintain the continuity of the village’s political institutions. Meanwhile, villagers 
have responded to rapid change by seeking to preserve the continuity of family and community networks of mutual support embedded in the socio-
spatial fabric of their natural villages. The tension between change and continuity has led to contradictions in Hailong’s development, and the village 
has experienced increasing fragmentation and unsustainable land use intensification. A subsequent planning initiative has sought to balance the 
desire for economic growth with the need to maintain Hailong’s rurality by steering the village toward agro-tourism and real estate development. As 
Hailong moves down this path, it is unclear how much longer its socio-spatial identity as a village can be maintained.

Keywords  village planning; peri-urbanization; ethnography; Chongqing

1. Introduction

The rapid urbanization of the countryside has emerged as one of the 
defi ning characteristics of contemporary China, and the nation’s urban 
planning and policy has increasingly focused on managing this urban-
rural interface. This is the third in a series of four articles that use eth-
nography to investigate ongoing processes of transformation in China’s 
peri-urban villages (see Smith 2013a for an extended introduction to the 
series). The first two articles in this series considered the transforma-
tion of Longmei Village, located in the Panyu District of Guangzhou 
Municipality (Ibid.), and Panyang Village, located in the Xiangcheng 
District of Suzhou Municipality (Smith, 2013b). Based on ethnographic 
research conducted over the past fi ve years, each article presents an in-
depth analysis of a single village located on the urban periphery. As 
they navigate between the urban and the rural, these liminal villages 
reveal how contingent and fluid the urban-rural relationship can be. 
The transformative influence of this transition is indelible, but in each 
village change and continuity are combined in diverse and unpredict-
able ways. Rather than predetermining this diversity through the appli-
cation of canned typologies and categories, the ethnographic approach 
demonstrated in this series remains open to variations and commonali-
ties that are unexpected and surprising.

Longmei and Panyang highlighted the challenges facing any attempt to 
simultaneously catalyze urban transformation and preserve a village’s 
existing socio-spatial fabric. In Longmei, villagers and village leaders 
sought to harness the economic dynamism of industrial capital while 
insulating the village’s social and economic structure from overwhelm-
ing change. In Panyang, town and municipal offi cials built an industrial 

park by expropriating villagers’ agricultural land use rights, but vil-
lagers kept their rural household registration and housing construction 
land. In both cases, the contradictions between change and continuity 
led to unforeseen consequences that have proven even more diffi cult to 
plan and control. 

Are these challenges unique to villages in China’s more developed 
coastal regions? Longmei and Panyang display tendencies common in 
the Pearl River and Yangtze River deltas, where rapid village transfor-
mation has been particularly prominent. Much of the existing literature 
on village urbanization in China has also emphasized these two re-
gions, with significantly less attention paid to China’s expansive inte-
rior. As rapid village transformation has become increasingly prevalent 
beyond China’s coast, common assumptions about village urbanization 
have been challenged, pointing to new patterns of transformation. 

Hailong Village is located in the Jiulongpo District of Chongqing, a 
provincial-level municipality in southwestern China. It therefore pro-
vides an opportunity to explore rapid village transformation outside 
of the coastal areas that have dominated scholarly inquiry. Hailong’s 
social, political, and economic context has led to transformations that 
simultaneously combine aspects of Longmei and Panyang and intro-
duce dynamics not yet explored in this series. The leadership of the 
local party branch has featured prominently in the village’s transforma-
tion, as have robust mutual support networks within Hailong’s natural 
villages. More recently, efforts to redevelop the village have led to an 
increasing emphasis on agro-tourism and real estate development.

The tension between change and continuity has been evident, persisting 
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over several distinct phases of transformation during the past decade. 
Even more than Longmei and Panyang, Hailong thus resists easy cat-
egorization, emphasizing the constantly unfolding and undetermined 
nature of village transformation. As in the previous two articles, I 
therefore proceed ethnographically, building up a thick description of 
Hailong in order to understand how it combines the universal with the 
particular. In the conclusion, I then return to a comparative perspective, 
integrating the insights from Longmei and Panyang.①

2. Hailong Village

Located 14 kilometers west of downtown Chongqing, Hailong is 
separated from the central city by an intervening mountain ridge-
cum-greenbelt. Over the past decade, the village has experienced ex-
plosive economic and demographic growth (see Fig. 1). According to 
village records, between 2002 and 2010, annual per capita net income 
rose from 1,578 to 12,000 yuan. The village’s resident population has 
also ballooned from 1,950 registered villagers to 14,000 people, includ-
ing 12,000 migrant laborers, most of whom have come from villages 
elsewhere in Chongqing or in neighboring Sichuan.

This rapid transformation has resulted both from changes in Chong-
qing’s economic geography and from initiatives undertaken by the vil-
lage’s leadership. In 1995, as part of the construction of the Chengdu-
Chongqing (Cheng-Yu) Expressway, a two-kilometer long tunnel for the 
fi rst time connected Hailong directly to the city center. Subsequently, in 
2003, the municipality implemented a policy (tui er jin san) that called 
for the peripheralization of manufacturing. As displaced manufacturers 
searched for new factory sites, demand for previously undeveloped peri-
urban land skyrocketed. Hailong, still beyond the bounds of the central 
city but newly integrated with its economic networks via the Cheng-Yu 
Expressway, offered precisely what manufacturers needed. 

Hailong’s leaders rushed to seize the opportunity. Lacking collateral 
for a bank loan, the village leadership turned to Hailong’s residents, 
asking village households to invest land and capital in a newly founded 
land management corporation. Through this shareholder corporation, 
the village leadership was able to assemble fragmented agricultural 
plots, which had been contracted to village households, and acquire 
the capital necessary for infrastructure upgrading. The use of a collec-
tive economic organization also allowed the village to navigate a gray 
area in the laws restricting the conversion of land from agricultural to 
industrial use. Newly platted industrial lots were subsequently rented 
or sold to manufacturers, including producers of wooden furniture and 
machine parts for Chongqing’s dynamic automotive sector (see Fig. 2).  

These new lots are rented to industrial tenants for between 2,000 and 
4,000 yuan annually per mu (666 m2). Meanwhile, village households 
receive only 1,200 yuan per mu rented by the corporation, far from 
enough for daily necessities. As one villager complained, “How can 
you live on 2 yuan a day? You can’t even buy two wosun to eat!” A 
substantial proportion of the peri-urban rent gap is therefore appropri-
ated by the shareholding corporation, which reinvests a portion of the 
proceeds, funds village services, and releases the remainder as a yearly 
dividend for shareholders. Some of these funds have been used to build 
a new village center, including rental housing, a commercial street, of-
fice buildings for village institutions, a village museum, a plaza, and a 
meeting hall (see Fig. 3). 

Disposal of this surplus, as well as decisions over land use, are thus 
controlled by the shareholding corporation, which is closely integrated 
with the administrative village’s local party branch. The corporation is 
led by the village’s party secretary and an assistant party secretary, and 
it is primarily staffed by members of the local party branch. As Hai-
long’s transformation has continued, the local party branch has sought 

Fig. 1 Aerial image of Hailong c. 2010, 1:13,000 
Source: GeoEye.

Fig. 3 Hailong’s village center, including a plaza, a  meeting 
hall, and rental housing

Fig. 2 Figure-ground study of Hailong, show-
ing industrial buildings in black
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to further professionalize itself. Many of the senior leaders, including 
the party secretary and assistant party secretary, are returned migrants 
who acquired skills and business savvy during their time in China’s 
coastal provinces. The local party branch has paid for party members’ 
college educations, with the expectation that they will work for the cor-
poration upon graduation. And party members are required to attend 
annual training exercises, which emphasize teamwork and professional 
skills. The corporation also employs recent college graduates from out-
side the village who are starting their careers as party cadres. 

In addition to professionalizing its own membership, the local party 
branch has also sought to integrate local elites. Party membership in 
Hailong has subsequently grown by more than four times in the last 
decade, and many of these new members are those who originally 
invested in the shareholding corporation. Hailong’s local party branch 
has also included representatives of local factories as key constituents 
in its governance processes. And corporation shareholders who are not 
party members are given an opportunity to vote on key policy deci-
sions during the annual shareholding meeting. Meanwhile, non-party 
elements of the administrative village’s collective governance institu-
tions are typically left out of such processes. 

These initiatives are part of the local party branch’s effort to solidify 
its economic leadership, which has become an important part of Hai-
long’s narrative of transformation and has garnered the attention and 
praise of senior party leaders. Through the integration of the local party 
branch with the land management corporation, the professionalization 
of party members, and the inclusion of local elites, Hailong’s leaders 
have consolidated their control of the village’s economic development. 
As Hailong’s party secretary is fond of repeating when asked about the 
secret of his village’s success, “Opportunity is a thief. If you don’t grab 
hold of it, you’ll lose everything!” In spite of the overwhelming change 
wrought by industrialization, the local party branch has thus been able 
to ensure the continuity of its economic leadership and the stability of 
the village’s socio-political structure. This approach is analogous to 
what You-tien Hsing has termed the “urbanization of the state” (2010), 
whereby the legitimacy of local government relies on continued urban 
growth and economic development. In Hailong, this might be re-
phrased as the “urbanization of the party,” in order to explicitly capture 
the alliance between local party leaders and economic elites in driving 
urban transformation. 

This alliance has helped ensure the success of Hailong’s rapid trans-
formation, resulting in spectacular economic growth; but it also raises 
questions of disenfranchisement and inequity. As Yongshun Cai has 
observed, the ambiguity of China’s rural property rights regime can 

often result in party cadres’ de facto ownership of collective village 
assets (2003). In Hailong, this tendency is exacerbated by the exclusive 
and regressive functions of the shareholding corporation. Unlike in 
Longmei, where shareholder dividends serve as a device for the dis-
tribution of wealth and the maintenance of equity and social cohesion, 
Hailong’s shareholding corporation has only widened socio-economic 
divisions in village society. In Longmei all villagers are equal share-
holders, but dividends in Hailong are only distributed to those village 
households that chose to invest when the land management corporation 
was founded in 2004. These households have seen 25% annual returns 
on their investments, but those who jumped on the bandwagon more 
recently grumble that they have earned no more than the interest rate 
paid on state-issued bonds. 

This arrangement thus systematically excludes two groups: poor 
households that lack the resources to invest and those who distrust the 
village leadership. One of these villagers compared the land manage-
ment corporation to a thief: “There’s no way I would be willing to 
invest. It would be like asking to get mugged. It’s a fly-by-night opera-
tion!” Others criticized the village’s project of urbanization as super-
ficial and exploitative. For them, Hailong’s development is a façade 
used to impress outside visitors, including investors and state officials; 
but they claim that the beautiful new buildings and big factories have 
brought few tangible benefits for the majority of villagers.  

These villagers feel left out and left behind. In their view, the village 
leadership has pushed Hailong’s transformation too fast. In the words 
of one villager, “Maybe in ten years it would be ok. But they’re already 
doing it now! It doesn’t match the condition of the people. … We sped 
up too soon.” Others insist that they have been forgotten, rendered ir-
relevant and obsolete in the course of rapid urban change. With no ag-
ricultural land and few skills, some of these villagers struggle to make 
ends meet, and many households are devastated by serious illnesses or 
other income shocks. 

Unlike Hailong’s local party branch, which has embraced urban 
change as an opportunity to ensure the continuity of its local leader-
ship, these villagers have experienced rapid change as a source of 
uncertainty and anxiety. One elderly villager summed up a common 
sentiment: “Today’s society changes fast. The times change fast. The 
tempo is really fast. This year it’s one way, you get to the end of it, and 
next year it’s totally different!” His world is one of relentless, over-
whelming change, and it is changing faster all the time. 

The prospect of further change looms as a constant threat. Most 
residents were aware of the plans for Hailong’s future development 
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(discussed further below), but few had seen them. Rather than provid-
ing greater certainty about future change, urban planning thus made 
the future even less certain. One villager complained that the state’s 
plans (guihua) were making it more difficult for her and her family 
to make their own plans (jihua).② When asked which areas would be 
developed or which buildings demolished, people would often shrug 
their shoulders, “Who knows?” For years, no one could even say when 
they would find out. But everyone knew that it would be big, even big-
ger than the radical transformation Hailong had undergone over the 
past decade. As a migrant to Hailong put it, “This place has all been 
planned. In two years, it probably won’t exist.”

In search of stability and continuity, Hailong villagers turn to their 
local communities. Party members and corporation shareholders of-
ten advocate the benefits of Hailong’s development and are quick to 
identify as “people of Hailong” (hailong ren). But other villagers often 
refer to Hailong as “over there,” drawing a distinction between the new 
village center, which is the site of the local party branch and land man-
agement corporation offices, and their own natural village (zirancun). 
Whereas the administrative village of Hailong is an artificial construc-
tion, formed through the integration of two pre-existing administrative 
villages in 2001, the natural villages are historically embedded sites 
of consanguinity and affective identity. These small hamlets of ten-to-
twenty households are sometimes named after the families who have 
historically inhabited them and who often inhabit them still. 

Facing the uncertainty of constant change, Hailong villagers rely on 
mutual support networks socio-spatially inscribed in these natural vil-
lages. Most commonly, this involves relationships of filiality within 
families. For instance, family members often provide care or pay for 
medical expenses when relatives are seriously ill or injured. Compared 
with state-sponsored welfare schemes, which villagers perceived as 
unreliable and exploitative, family will always be there in a time of cri-
sis, and principles of filial piety mean that immediate relatives have a 
moral duty to take care one another.

These family support strategies are closely tied to co-habitation and 
the flexibility of self-built housing. This was especially true for the LI 
family, which has banded together to care for their ailing mother. Their 
three-storey house was built with an attached staircase, meaning every 
floor can function as a separate housing unit. This allows each branch 
of the family to occupy a separate floor, preserving their independence 
as distinct households while also enabling their co-habitation. All three 
branches of the family point to the importance of their co-habitation in 
enabling mutual support. As one family member related, living in one 
house means that they have to trust each other and work together.

While the LI family built their house in order to unite a dispersed fam-
ily and economize on limited housing construction land, other families 
built the logic of flexibility and adaptation directly into their houses. 
For instance, the LIN family rebuilt their house from a one-storey 
brick building into a two-storey brick-and-concrete structure. While 
the new house seems to include a significant amount of unused space, 
it was built to accommodate a range of unforeseen uses. For instance, 
the additional bedrooms are sometimes used by family members who 
come to care for an ailing parent. And an empty room at the front of the 
house might eventually accommodate a new enterprise once migrating 
household members return.

Lacking the financial resources of the LI and LIN families, the WANG 
family built their housing as household changes forced them to adapt. 
Rather than tearing down their original house, the WANG family built 
additions as they were needed. To the east of the original mud-and-tim-
ber building, the elder son built a two-storey house with a separate en-
trance for himself and his wife. To the west the younger son built a two-
room addition, including a living room, a bedroom, and a bathroom. 
This arrangement affords the branch family their own living space, 
while allowing them to share the kitchen and living rooms in the origi-
nal house. While this meets the family’s needs for the moment, they are 
prepared to continue building out if the circumstances warrant it.

These adaptive housing strategies are enacted to ensure the stabil-
ity and continuity of family support networks, through cohabitation, 
cycles of migration, and household expansion and partition. By keep-
ing the family embedded in the space of the natural village, villagers 
also ensure that they remain tied to community networks of friends, 
neighbors, and extended family. These networks serve as an important 
second level of mutual support when an individual household is unable 
to withstand a particularly significant shock. 

The close integration between indoor and outdoor space in Hailong 
facilitates the cultivation and maintenance of these networks. Open 
doors often make the entrance rooms to houses publicly accessible, 
and acquaintances sometimes wander in after yelling out to make their 
presence known. These casual drop-ins create opportunities to keep up 
on neighbors’ lives and identify potential needs. The shared use of ad-
jacent spaces by multiple households often results in informal common 
spaces that tie neighborhoods together. These spaces are sometimes po-
liced by dogs, who ignore neighbors, family members, and friends but 
bark at the approach of any stranger. In this way, very fine distinctions 
can be made between those who do and do not have access to a space 
that might otherwise be unbounded. 
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As spaces of community interaction, these interstices provide the spa-
tial infrastructure for networks of mutual support. One middle-aged 
villager, who had moved to Chengdu for work but whose parents still 
lived in Hailong, praised the communal spirit of the village, where 
everyone helps their neighbors. In his words, this “harmonious society” 
(hemu shehui) means that he doesn’t have to worry too much about 
his parents while he is hundreds of miles away. Similarly, another man 
felt comfortable allowing his learning disabled daughter to wander 
unsupervised around the village, counting on neighbors and friends to 
intervene if she encountered trouble. A third villager further empha-
sized this sense of communal responsibility: “Between people, you 
need reciprocity. Mutual reliance, mutual concern, mutual help. It’s 
this kind of idea. … For everyone to benefit, you have to sacrifice a 
little of your own.” The “human feeling” (renqing) residents feel with 
their neighbors and friends means that they can be turned to in times 
of need. These networks of mutual support articulate in different ways, 
including reciprocal gift giving, small acts of charity, lending, and net-
working for jobs or favors.

Both family and community networks of mutual support thus rely on 
the continuity and stability of housing construction land. While much 
of Hailong’s agricultural land has been converted to industrial use, vil-
lagers’ housing construction land has largely been left intact. This has 
allowed the village to economize on development costs, avoiding the 
need to compensate village households for their housing construction 
land or provide resettlement housing. Infrastructure upgrading and 
industrialization has thus filled in around the natural villages where 
villagers’ housing construction land is concentrated: newly laid roads 
wind around existing natural villages and factories go up alongside vil-
lagers’ self-built housing. In many cases, this development has isolated 
natural villages from each other, cutting off interconnecting pathways 
that used to tie one hamlet to another. 

Within these islands of stability, villagers’ efforts to accommodate 
rapid change and ensure the continuity of their support networks have 
led to the intensification of land use. Villagers have also used their 
housing construction land and adjacent wasteland to diversify their 
economic activities, building dormitories for rent to migrant laborers 
and factories for rent to small-scale manufacturers. Dormitory rooms 
rent for between 200 and 400 yuan per month, and dormitories can 
include as many as 15 or 20 rooms. Some village households reported 
earning as much as 5,000 yuan per month from their migrant dormito-
ries. Meanwhile, factory space in Hailong rents for around 6 yuan per 
square meter per month. Both migrants and manufacturers reported 
fierce competition for real estate in the village, meaning that these in-
vestments promise reliable sources of income for village families seek-

ing to improve their economic stability. 

This pattern of development has resulted in the increasing fragmenta-
tion and intensification of land use within Hailong. Newly built facto-
ries jostle with dormitories, self-built housing, and agricultural plots 
(see Fig. 4). Loud clanging and noxious fumes waft out of factories, 
pervading residential areas. Narrow, windy roads are shared by trucks, 
cars, and bicycles, making them dangerous for pedestrians, cyclists, 
and drivers alike. Meanwhile, Hailong is rapidly running out of land, as 
the use of both agricultural and residential construction plots continues 
to intensify. These problems emerge out of the tension between change 
and continuity in Hailong’s transformation, where efforts to maintain 
the stability of social and political institutions have run up against rapid 
changes in the village’s economy and patterns of land use.

The limits of Hailong’s current path of transformation have subsequent-
ly led to a new round of planning and redevelopment. This initiative 
has coincided with the expansion of a nearby municipal development 
zone, known as the “high-tech zone” (gaoxinqu), which will soon occu-
py a portion of Hailong’s land. The village, township, and municipality 
have all been involved in guiding the formulation of a new village plan 
drafted by the Chongqing Planning and Design Institute. The compro-
mise plan will divide the village in two, moving the western third of the 
village, where the majority of industrialization has taken place, inside 
the high-tech zone and Chongqing’s urban construction boundary. The 
remainder of Hailong will continue to be governed by the village’s col-
lective institutions, including the local party branch and the land man-
agement corporation. 

To make way for the development zone, natural villages in the western 
third of Hailong had to be demolished. Many residents in these areas 
resisted expropriation, particularly those with lucrative dormitories or 

Fig. 4 Factories, self-built housing, migrant dormitories, and agricultural plots 
jostle for space
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factories built on their housing construction land. Others were just as 
reluctant to give up their self-built housing and their immediate access 
to mutual support networks. These villagers received compensation for 
their expropriated land and housing, but it is far less than new housing 
will cost. Each square meter of demolished housing is compensated at 
a rate of 300 yuan, while housing in the village’s new residential area 
costs more than 2,000 yuan per square meter. Moreover, villagers fear 
that moving into the new high-rise apartment buildings will lead to 
the breakdown of the social networks they rely on for mutual support. 
For instance, one villager contrasted the mutuality of the existing vil-
lage with the anomie of high-rise living: “In the city, it’s like this: your 
door’s across from your neighbor’s, but you don’t know each other. 
When you walk in the door, it’s a security gate. It’s an iron grille shut 
against the world.”

The plan for the eastern section of the village also has to accommodate 
a variety of contradictory demands. Facing the loss of much of the vil-
lage’s industrial land, Hailong’s leadership must seek higher returns 
through even greater intensification of land use in the remainder of 
the village. This is all the more true due to the expense of village plan-
ning. In Chongqing, these plans can cost more than 100,000 yuan to 
formulate and many times that to implement. As a result, village plans 
are typically only commissioned in order to attract investment, and the 
only plans that get implemented are those that can be commercially 
developed. Meanwhile, enforcement of land conversion quotas and 
regulations for the protection of agricultural land has become more 
strict, and the loopholes through which Hailong converted much of its 
agricultural land to industrial use over the past decade have now been 
closed. Hailong’s future development must therefore preserve the vil-
lage’s agricultural land while increasing its economic productivity. 

Caught between these two contradictory priorities, planners have 
limited options. In peri-urban areas, where this contradiction is most 
intense, Chongqing’s planners have settled on a tried-and-true strategy 
– agro-tourism. In a 2009 report prepared by the Chongqing Planning 
and Design Institute, agro-tourism had already been identified as the 
preferred model for Chongqing’s peri-urban villages. As argued in the 
report, this approach allows villages to maintain their rural character 
while capitalizing on their urban propinquity in order to attract city-
dwellers looking to escape the city. Examples of agro-tourism villages 
abound on Chongqing’s outskirts, though it’s unclear how many of 
these cookie-cutter projects the city can support. Many are still eerily 
empty, waiting for the tourists to arrive.

In addition to a new residential area and village center, Hailong’s plan 
calls for a hotel, conference facilities, and an agro-tourism park. Hai-

long broke ground on the park in February 2011, transforming several 
hectares of productive vegetable fields into a grape orchard and a fish 
pond (see Fig. 5). This strategy formally satisfies land conservation 
requirements, but it contributes little to the sustainability of agricultural 
production. Both the orchards and the fish ponds will be for the exclu-
sive use of tourists, and neither will be as productive as the pre-existing 
vegetable fields: the grapes will not be eaten or sold, and fish that are 
caught will be returned to the fi sh ponds. Meanwhile, locals continue to 
fi sh in the adjacent reservoir for free.

Hailong’s transformation into a site for agro-tourism is a way to sat-
isfy the conflicting demands for both change and continuity in land 
use. This strategy has also served as a means to turn Hailong’s land 
management corporation into a full-fledged real estate development 
firm. Less than half of the new residential units will be occupied by 
relocated Hailong villagers; the remainder of the units are being sold at 
market rates to buyers from Chongqing. This innovative approach will 
enable Hailong’s collective institutions to stay relevant and continue 
their leadership of the village’s transformation. But as villagers move 
into high-rise buildings inhabited by Chongqing buyers, and as the 
village’s shareholding corporation increasingly comes to resemble a 
market-driven real estate development fi rm, at what point does Hailong 
cease to be a village and become just another part of the urban fabric? 
Indeed, the village’s marketing materials repeatedly refer to the new 
residential area as “Hailong City” (hailong cheng). Like rapidly trans-
forming villages elsewhere in China, Hailong may be changing into a 
city in its own right.

3. Conclusion

When comparing the transformation of Hailong to that experienced 
in Longmei and Panyang, several similarities emerge, and many of 
the phenomena found in Hailong appear to hybridize what occurred 

Fig. 5 Hailong’s new grape orchard and ! shing ponds
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in Longmei and Panyang (see Table 1). The transformation of all three 
villages has relied on industrialization, land use intensification, and 
real estate development. In Hailong, this transformation was catalyzed 
by both transportation infrastructure, as in Longmei, and a municipal 
policy of industrial peripheralization, as in Panyang. Hailong, like 
Panyang, is an administrative village formed of many scattered natural 
villages, but it has strong political institutions like those in Longmei 
(though not based on lineage groups). Hailong’s transformation has 
been largely driven by these collective institutions, particularly the 
local party branch and the land management corporation, but, unlike 
Longmei, it has not necessarily included all villagers. Instead, many 
villagers have strengthened their orientation to the networks of mutual 
support within their natural villages. This tendency has been further 
encouraged by the decision to leave housing construction land within 
the natural villages intact, and, like villagers in both Longmei and 
Panyang, many villagers in Hailong have built migrant dormitories or 
other sideline businesses on this land.

Hailong’s subsequent redevelopment has brought new actors and dy-
namics to bear. As in Panyang, a portion of the village’s land is now to 
be used by the municipality for an industrial development zone, and 
like the initiative in Panyang, both residential and agricultural land will 
be expropriated, necessitating the resettlement of affected villagers. 
But Hailong’s approach to the provision of new housing has been dis-
tinct. In Longmei, all village households were provided with new hous-
ing construction lots with minimal planning guidelines, leaving villag-
ers to both design and build their new housing. In Panyang, displaced 
households were also provided with housing lots, but new housing was 
self-built according to municipally-imposed design guidelines. Unlike 
Longmei or Panyang, the new residential area in Hailong is being both 
planned and built collectively, and all villagers have been given an op-
portunity to buy units in the development at below-market rates. Mean-
while, Hailong’s future development has turned toward agro-tourism 
and real estate, not dissimilar from the commercial and real estate pro-
jects emerging in Panyang. 

Table 1 Case studies in comparative perspective

I. Longmei II. Panyang III. Hailong

Social geography
Morphology Single integrated village Many scattered natural villages Combination of two administrative villages; many 

scattered natural villages

Socio-political 
structure Strong solidary institutions (lineage) Weak sol ida r y inst it ut ions (tow n-

dependent) Strong solidary institutions (local party branch)

Transformation
Catalyst for change Transportation infrastructure Municipal economic policy Transportation infrastructure and municipal economic 

policy

Primary drivers of 
change Village and villagers Municipality and town Village and municipality

Agricultural land

Change in land use Industrialization and real estate de-
velopment

Industrialization followed by real estate 
development

Industrialization followed by real estate deve-
lopment

Land expropriation
Most contracted agricultural land 
expropriated by village in exchange 
for new housing construction plots

All land in area A expropriated by town; 
agricultural land in area B expropriated 
for resettlement; households from area A 
given housing construction land in area B

Contracted agricultural land either voluntarily 
invested or compulsorily leased to village share-
holding corporation; households compensated with 
annual rent payment

 Housing

Housing 
construction land

Each vil lage household retains 
original plot and is issued new plot 
based on household size

Households from area A are given new 
plots in area B; households from area B 
retain original plots

Households retain original plots; in second round 
of development, most households’ housing plots are 
expropriated for cash compensation

Housing 
construction

Households design and build new 
housing with l imited planning 
guidelines; housing occupied by 
owners and renters

Households f rom area A build new 
housing according to strict municipal 
guidelines; households f rom area B 
rebuild original housing and add small 
additional buildings for rent

Households rebuild original housing and add small 
dormitories and factories for rent; in second round 
of development, housing is collectively designed and 
built by the village corporation

Outcomes and 
contradictions

Efforts for 
continuity

Village seeks to maintain socio-
spatial integrity of the village and 
lineage leadership

Municipality seeks to keep villagers ad-
ministratively rural in order to economize 
on development costs

Local party branch seeks to maintain its leadership; 
villagers seek to maintain community support 
networks

Unintended 
consequences

Cont inuing populat ion g rowth 
st rains inst itut ions and spaces 
built for a fixed village population; 
migrants compete with villagers for 
social spaces

Villagers increasingly turn toward the 
town as a political and economic center, 
disinvesting from the village; migrants 
become increasingly impor tant as 
drivers of the village economy

Village and vil lagers rapidly run out of land 
resources, as competing construction activities 
accelerate

 Socio-spatial 
effects

Villagers’ identification with village 
solidary institutions is strengthened

Villagers are deterritorialized and re-
territorialized onto the nearby town

Village society is fragmented, with strong institutions 
at the level of the administrative village and streng-
thened identifi cation within natural villages
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Change and Continuity: Chinese Villages in Transition (III) – Hailong Village
City Pro! le

In Hailong, as in Longmei and Panyang, the tension between change 
and continuity has been palpable. Like Longmei, Hailong’s dominant 
political institutions have simultaneously sought to catalyze economic 
transformation while preserving the continuity of the existing social 
and political order. As in Panyang, this transformation confronted vil-
lagers with a range of new urban stresses and challenges but kept them 
formally rural. Villagers have thus had to reinvent themselves, seeking 
alternative modes of stability and continuity in the midst of change. In 
Panyang, this involved the crafting of new livelihoods in the context of 
the nearby town, while in Hailong, villagers have strengthened family 
and community networks of mutual support. Even more than in Long-
mei or Panyang, these strategies for continuity were explicitly formu-
lated in response to dramatic change: Hailong’s local party branch has 
sought to harness economic change in order to ensure the continuity of 
its leadership, and Hailong villagers have sought to strengthen informal 
social networks in order to compensate for the uncertainties of urban 
transformation.

These tensions have produced unforeseen contradictions in Hailong’s 
development. In Longmei, transformation resulted in the intensifi cation 
of the village’s centering, and in Panyang, the village was de-centered 
and re-centered onto the nearby town. But in Hailong, rapid trans-
formation has resulted in the dramatic fragmentation of the village’s 
social and spatial fabric, with competing land uses and fractured social 
groups. Efforts to harness change in order to ensure the continuity of 
political institutions and informal social networks have only exacer-
bated this trend, leading to the rapid intensifi cation of land use and the 
eventual exhaustion of available land. 

These challenges have led to a redevelopment effort, which has sought 
to produce further economic intensification while maintaining the 
integrity and continuity of Hailong as a rural, agricultural, and col-
lectively governed village. The effort to resolve these tensions has pro-
duced further contradictions, including an artifi cial agro-tourism park 
with ambiguous productivity. As Hailong embarks on constructing this 
new phase of transformation, it faces the question of how long it can 
maintain the continuity of its rural character and collective institutions 
in the face of overwhelming urban change. Hailong therefore demon-
strates the inevitable tension between change and continuity, persisting 
over successive rounds of transformation despite repeated efforts to 
reinforce stability. Hailong thus underlines the ultimate futility of any 
attempt to control the dynamism of urban change and ensure the fi xity 
of village institutions and socio-spatial formations. 

In the next issue, the final installment of this series will turn from 
villages that have already undergone rapid transformation to a peri-

urban village in Chengdu that is just on the cusp of change. I will 
analyze the opportunities and challenges facing this village, with a 
particular emphasis on the inevitable tradeoffs and tensions between 
economic change and socio-political continuity. Using the insights 
gleaned from Longmei, Panyang, and Hailong, I will then propose 
several possible interventions that could help guide this village – and 
others like it – through the process of transformation.  

Edited by Min LI & Jiayan LIU

Notes:
① The data presented in this article are primarily based on ethnographic fieldwork 
conducted in January 2010, June 2011 – August 2012, and June – July 2013 and 
supported by the US National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship 
Program (DGE1144152), the Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grant 
(8331), the Whitney and Desmond Shum Fellowship, the Fairbank Center for Chinese 
Studies, and the PRC Ministry of Science and Technology (2012BAJ22B03). Portions 
of the evidence presented here also appear in a forthcoming article in the Journal of 
Urban Affairs (Smith, forthcoming).

② In official discourse, these two terms for planning typically distinguish between 
high-level economic planning (jihua) and the more technical planning (guihua) 
conducted by technical specialists (such as urban planners). Historically, economic 
planning has provided the key inputs and guidance for technical planning. The 
villager’s use of these terms destabilizes this top-down hierarchy, creating an 
equivalence between the planning of the state and the planning of the household. In 
doing so, she underlines the absence of substantive inclusion in technical planning 
processes and makes an implicit claim for greater influence in the shaping of 
Hailong’s future.   
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